A 80-year-old woman with B-cell prolymphocytic leukemia
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Abstract

Prolymphocytic leukemia (PLL) is a rare subtype of lymphocytic leukemias and its cells are immature lymphocytes. It is divided into 2 subgroups: T-PLL and B-PLL according to the lymphocytic origin of the cells. Discriminating B-PLL from other diseases with clinically-similar features is important because of the different treatment approaches and follow-up programs. Hereby, we report a 80-year old woman presenting with fatigue, leucocytosis and mild anemia. Her peripheral blood smear evaluation revealed 85% prolymphocytes with moderately condensed nuclear chromatin, prominent nucleoli, and a faintly basophilic cytoplasm. Positron emission tomography-computed tomography showed mediastinal lymph nodes with cervical lymph nodes. There was no pathological FDG involvement in the spleen. Bone marrow aspiration smear exhibit atypical wide lymphocytes with prominent nucleoli and abundant agranular cytoplasm. Flow cytometry analysis revealed positive CD5+, CD19+, CD20+, CD22+, CD11c+, CD25+, CD79a+ and CD79b+. Fluorescence in situ hybridization technique analysis reveals no t(11;14). Bone marrow biopsy revealed interstitially distributed atypical cells with wide nucleus and prominent nucleolus.

Introduction

Prolymphocytic leukemia (PLL) cells are immature lymphocytes. And PLL is a rare subtype of lymphocytic leukemias. PLL is divided into two subgroups. The first is T-PLL and the second is B-PLL according to the lymphocytic origin of the PLL cells. T-PLL cells have CD2+, CD3+, CD5+, CD7+ cell surface markers. On the other side, B-PLL cells have CD19+ and CD20+ on the cells. 55% or more prolymphocytes circula-
ting indicates prolymphocytic leukemia. This ratio is used in differentiating B-PLL from chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). B-PLL is an extremely rare disease. Less than 1 percent of the B cell leukemias has been found to be B-PLL.1 B-PLL might have similar clinical findings with some other leukemia forms. T-PLL, CLL, hairy-cell leukemia variant (HCL-V), splenic marginal zone lymphoma (SMZL) and mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) are the most possible differential diagnostic diseases of B-PLL. Clinical discrimination of each disease is important due to the differences in treatment approaches and overall survival. Peripheral blood (PB) smear, flow cytometry, bone marrow (BM) biopsy, and imaging help to put the right diagnosis.2 Hereby, we report a 80 year old woman presenting with fatigue, leucocytosis and mild anemia.

Case Report

A 80-year-old woman presented to the emergency service with fatigue. She did not have any other known chronic diseases. Physical presentation revealed 2 cm palpable enlarged spleen below the costal margin, bilateral small cervical lymph nodes and no hepatomegaly. Her hemoglobin level was 11.2 (12-18) g/dL, platelet count was 260,000 (130000-400000)/µL, white blood cell count was 115,000 (4.200-11.000), neutrophil count was 7780 (1900-8000)/µL, lymphocyte count was 25,440 (0.9-5.200)/µL and LUC (large unstained cells) count was 81,200 (0-0.5)/µL. Her blood chemistry was unremarkable, except for a lactate dehydrogenase level of 243 (125-220) U/L, and beta-2 microglobulin level of 5.3 mg/L (0.7-1.8). Peripheral blood smear evaluation showed 85% prolymphocytes with moderately condensed nuclear chromatin, prominent nucleoli, and a faintly basophilic cytoplasm (Figure 1). She had no monoclonal gammapathy in the serum and urine immunoelectrophoresis. PET-CT showed mediastinal lymph nodes with cervical lymph nodes. And the greatest size of mediastinal lymph nodes was 20×12 mm and cervical lymph nodes was 8×13 mm. There was no pathological FDG involvement in the spleen. BM aspiration smear exhibit atypical wide lymphocytes with prominent nucleoli and abundant agranular cytoplasm (Figure 2). There were no cytoplasmic projections such as hairy projections or blebbings on the cell surface of the atypical lymphocytes (Figures 1 and 2).

Flow cytometry analysis revealed CD34 negative lymphocytes. Lymphocytes had negative CD33+, CD13+, CD117+, CD23+, FMC7+, MPO-, CD15-, CD14+, CD64-. And lymphocytes had positive CD5+, CD19+, CD20+, CD22+, CD11c+, CD25+, CD79a+ and CD79b+. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technique analysis reveals no translocation between the 11th and 14th chromosomes. BM biopsy revealed interstitially distributed atypical cells with wide nucleus and prominent nucleolus (Figure 3). Immunohistochemical staining of the atypical cells showed diffuse CD20+, PAX5, CD5, BCL2 positivity and partial CD23 strong positivity (Figure 4). TDT, CD10, CD34, CD117, BCL1, BCL6, SOX11 and Annexin were not detected on the atypical cells. Besides, CD25 was weakly and non-specifically detected by staining. Lower rate of lymphocytes with small size were detected to have CD3 by staining. Lastly, reticulin fiber was not increased (grade 0/3). BM biopsy was reported as primarily compatible with prolymphocytic leukemia for the diagnosis.

Discussion

B-PLL is a very rare disease. And it might not be kept in mind especially in the patients with the presentation of clinically similar features sharing diseases. Discrimination of B-PLL from the other cli-
technically similar features sharing diseases are important because of the different treatment approaches and different follow-up programs. The best first line treatment for T-PLL is alemtuzumab. Alemtuzumab could also be used in B-PLL. Fludarabine, cyclophosphamide and rituximab could also be used as part of other effective chemotherapy regimens for the treatment of B-PLL. Morphology, flow cytometric analysis and pathology help to put the accurate diagnosis. Unlike B-PLL, T-PLL cells have T cell markes detected by flow cytometry.

Lymphocytes of our patient had CD19+ and CD20+ on flow cytometric analysis. And this feature of flow cytometric analysis made us far from the diagnosis of T-PLL.

SMZL is a rare indolent B-cell lymphoma involving spleen, BM, and frequently the blood. Peripheral blood atypical lymphocyte morphology consists of villous lymphocytes with basophilic cytoplasm. Franco et al. reported that bone marrow (BM) infiltration of the SMZL was mostly of the intrasinusoidal type and BM infiltration tended to become frankly nodular after splenectomy. On the other side, atypical neoplastic lymphocytes of our patient did not have villous projections. And our patient did not have massive splenomegaly and pathological splenic FDG involvement. The pathological infiltration of the BM in our patient was interstitial unlike the sinusoidal infiltration tendency of the SMZL. Besides, FISH technique analysis of our patient was negative for t(11;14). BCL1 was not detected on the atypical cells taken by the biopsy. These findings also exclude the diagnosis of MCL.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we should think of B-PLL in case of high circulating prolymphocyte counts with prominent nucleoli and without villous projections in the peripheral smear. And we should also keep in mind some other clinically similar features sharing disorders such as SMZL, HCL-Variant T-PLL in the differential diagnosis. Lastly, morphology and flow cytometry analysis will help to make the accurate diagnosis.
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Figure 1. Peripheral smear: atypical wide lymphocytes with prominent single nucleoli and abundant agranular cytoplasm.

Figure 2. Bone marrow aspiration: atypical wide lymphocytes with prominent nucleoli and abundant agranular cytoplasm.

Figure 3. Huge atypical cells between normal hematopoietic cells in the bone marrow biopsy sample.

Figure 4. Diffuse CD5 (A) and CD20 (B) positivity in the bone marrow biopsy sample.